
Using ActionScript
Lesson One

 Load the example game - lesson1a.2diy

(you will find it in Computer >> Resources >> 2DIY >> Lessons)

 Press the green triangle at the top of the screen, and play the game. 

 Boring isn’t it! There’s nothing to do, and nothing to collect

 Let’s make some changes and alter some of the code within the game.

 Click on the red square at the top of the screen, and return to the editing window. 

 Right click on the green triangle. You will see a pop up window like the one 
below. 

 This area contains special code (‘ActionScript’) that runs only at the start of a 
game, and is where we can set conditions like how fast our character will move. 
The code for this begins with 

_root.dx=

Can you see that piece of code on the bottom line?
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 Try changing the number, then play the game and see what happens.

 What happens when you increase the value of _root.dx= ?

 What happens when you decrease the value of _root.dx= ?

 Is it possible to use a number less than 1? How could you achieve this?

 Load the example game - lesson1b.2iy

 You need to collect the apple to complete the game, but avoid the monsters.

 Press the green triangle and play the game. 

 Easy isn’t it? 

 Can you make a change in the code so that the monsters almost catch you 
before you collect the apple? What did you do?
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 Finally, to complete your game;

• Click on the ‘i’ icon and give your game a name (can you think of a jokey title to do 
with the character moving slowly?) 

• Leave the platform, apples and monster graphics as they are for the moment*

• Save your game (call it ‘lesson1’) into your own area.

*As we are learning how to use code to alter our games, we don’t want to spend 
time looking for graphics. We can make our games look great once we have learnt 
all about coding, and have our games working correctly.
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Congratulations - you’ve successfully used ActionScript to alter a game

:Notes:


